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PREFACE

Under Contract B99-4944 with the Office of Economic Opportunity,

a study group at The Rand Corporati ,n is examining obstacles encountered

by disadvantaged workers in sec rin, and holding worthwhile jobs. The

present Memorandum is an analys s of racial discrimination in job markets

where the presence of uncertaintv explicitly considered. Employee

as well as employer discrimination is addressed in the analysis.

The models presented here are preliminary and have not been empiri-

cally tested. Nevertheless, they do provide new insights into the dis-

crimination phenomenon an' suggest the kind of empirical research that

should be undertaken. If the models are valid, the most important

policy implication is that tight labor markets play an important role

in the reduction of racial discrimination.

The Memorandum ,could be of interest to decisionmakers in the

Office of Economic Opportunity; the Department of Health, Education

and Welfare; the Department of Labor; and the Council of Economic

Advisors.
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SUMMARY

In the literature on job market discrimination a question that

frequently arises is the economic value of discrimination accruing to

the discriminator (in the case to be discussed here, the employer).

Is it positive or negative? If positive would it pay the minority

group to engage in retaliatory discrimination? The answers to such

questions have usually been obtained by applying a static economic

model. Different answers are given depending on which static model

is used. The answer to this question is quite important from a policy

perspective. If discrimination does not pay economically, then one

can estimate the cost of ldulging this taste. Employers may then

decide that the cost is too high and reduce discrimination without

altering their attitudes toward non-whites. If discrimination does

pay economically, then different and perhaps more complex policies

may be required to reduce it. It will be argued here that in the

presence of uncertainty, discrimination may be economically justified

for both the whit employer and the non-white employee.

The employer discriminates on the basis of color if when presented

with two individuals, one non-white and one white, who are otherwise

equally qualified (on the basis of variables such as education, experi-

ence, age, sex, and so on) for a single job occupancy, he does not

flip a fair coin and choose the non-white if a head appears and the

white if tails (or vice versa). If the probability of a head is less

than one half he discriminates against non-whites; if this probability

exceeds one half he discriminates against whites. Employees discrimi-

nate if they do not search for employment with the same intensity in

firms and industries that are similar with respect to such variables

as distance from home, wage rates, and so on and only differ in the

proportions of non-whites in their labor forces.

It pays employers to discriminate because information concerning

the productivity of a potential employee is quite costly. He will,

therefore, use color as a cheap screening device in the same way that

he uses a high school diploma. He does this because he believes that

5
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the probability that an employee will be productive given that he's

nonwhite is less than the corresponding conditional probability for

whites. In the same way, it pays non-whites to restrict their job

searching activities to firms that have a relatively high proportion

of non-white employees, the belief being that this proportion is a

good measure of employer discrimination.

Nevertheless, although the value of discrimination is positive,

the theory presented here assumes the value is a function of the busi-

ness cycle. A changing economic environment is assumed to induce

employers to engage in experiments, for example, hire non-whites in

periods of tight labor markets. The outcomes of these experiments

may alter his attitude toward non-whites, and in this way discrimi-

nation could decline in a very natural way. Similarly, with non-white

employees, their beliefs regarding the intensity of discrimination in

certain industries would never be altered unless they or someone in

their information network were employed by these industries. Again in

periods of tight labor markets, employees are also assumed to be experi-

menting with new industries and revising their beliefs concerning dis-

crimination intensities. The main point in both of these illustrations

is that discrimination by both employers and employees is explicable

on purely economic grounds when uncertainty is explicitly considered

and, furthermore, changes in the economic environment may cause both

employers and employees to alter the beliefs that give rise to dis-

criminatory practices.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Even a cursory study of poverty in the United States reveals the

special economic problems confronting non-whites. The proportion of

poor who are non-white far exceeds the proportion of non-whites in

the total population. Indeed, if attention is restricted to the

chronically poor or the "stayers" in poverty (t' ose who remain in

poverty year after year regardless of such exogenous factors as econo-

mic growth), it has been estimated that non-whites constitute 40

percent of this group.
1

If attention is further restricted to the

1962-1965 time period,
2
approximately one-third of the prime working

age (25 -54) males who were covered by Social Security and earned less

than $3,000 per year for each of these four years were non-white.
3

This study is an attempt to explain this poor performance of non-

whites in the job market.

It is clear that ever since Negrues
4
were brought to the United

States, they have incurred a variety of injustices ranging from

slavery to racial discrimination. The effects of these injustices

have been cumulative and difficult to disentangle. However, it does

seem that the current economic plight of the Negro is a combination of

past injustices and present day discrimination. Discrimination appears

in a variety of ways and in several distinct fields. The primary

fields in which discrimination occurs are education and training,
5

housing,
6

and occupation. The economic analysis described herein could

be applied to any one of these fields. It could also be applied to

other groups who are subject to discriminatory practices, such as

1
See Miller (14).

2
Money GNP grew by approximately 20 percent during this period,

with a relatively constant price level. The male unemployment rate
dropped from 5.2 percent in 1962 to 4.0 percent in 1965. By 1966 it
had decreased to 3.3 percent.

3
See McCall (12).

4
Approximately 90 percent of non-whites are Negro.

5
See Thurow (22).

6
See Pascal (16).

9
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women and the aged. For specificity, this Memorandum will present an

economic analysis of discrimination as it occurs in the job market for

non - whines. Most of the economic models of job discrimination and

empirical results are not novel.
1

A novel feature of this study is

the introduction of a model of racial discrimination that incorporates

uncertainty and explicitly considers both the cost of searching for

employment by potential employees and the cost of searching for pro-

ductive employees by employers.
2

In the literature on job market discrimination a question that

frequently arises is the economic value of discrimination accruing to

the discriminator (in the case to be discussed here, the employer).

Is it positive or negative? If positive would it pay the minority

group to engage in retaliatory discrimination? The answers to such

questions have usually been obtained by applying a static economic

model. Different answers are given depending on which static model

is used. The answer to this question is quite important from a policy

perspective. If discrimination does not pay economically, then one

can estimate the cost of indulging this taste. Employers may then

decide that the cost is too high and reduce discrimination without

altering their attitudes toward non-whites. If discrimination does

pay economically, then different policies may be required to reduce

it. It will be argued here that in the presence of uncertainty, dis-

crimination may be economically justified for both the white employer

and the non-white employee.

The employer discriminates on the basis of color if when presented

with two Individuals, one non-white and one white, who are otherwise

equally qualified (on the basis of such variables as education, experi-

ence, age, sex, and so on) for a single job occupancy, he does not

flip a fair coin and choose the non-white if a head appears and the

1
They are contained in the work of Arrow (1), Becker (2), Gilman

(4), Hanoch (5), Thurow (23) and others.
2
The economics of job search has received much attention in the

recent literature. See Dufty (3), McCall (10, 13), Alchian, Holt,
Mortenson, and Phelps in Phelps (17), Reder (19), and Stigler (21).

I U
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white if tai's (or vice versa). If the probability of a head is less

than one half he discriminates against non-whites; if this probability

exceeds one half he discriminates against whites. Employees discrimi-

nate if they do not search for employment with the same intensity in

firms and industries that are similar with respect to such variables

as distance from home, wage rates, and so on anu only differ in the

proportions of non-whites in their labor forces.

It may pay employers to discriminate because information concerning

the productivity of a potential employee is quite costly. He may, there-

fore, use color as a cheap screening device in the same way that he

uses a high school diploma. He does this because he believes that the

probabill,:y that an employee will be productive given that he's non-

white is less than the corresponding conditional probability for whites.

In the same way, assuming similar jobs across firms, it may pay non-

whites to restrict their job searching activities to firms that have

a relatively high proportion of non-white employees, the belief being

that this proportion is a good measure of employer discrimination.
1

Nevertheless, although the value of discrimination tends to be

positive, the theory presented here assumes the value is a function

of the business cycle. , changing economic environment is assumed to

induce employers to engage in experiments, for examplc. hire non-whites

in periods of tight labor markets. The outcomes of these experiments

may alter whatever incorrect attitudes they might have toward non-

whites, and in this way discrimination could decline in a very natural

way. Similarly, with non-white employees, their beliefs regarding the

intensity of discrimination in certain industries would never be altered

unless they or someone in their information network were employed by

these industries.
2

Again in periods of tight labor markets, employees

are also assumed to be experimenting with new industries and revising

1Actually, employer discrimination may be measured by much cruder
variables such as the number of friends and relatives that have been
hired or are employed by a particular firm.

2
For a discussion of Negro job searching behavior, see Sheppard

and Belitsky (20), Liebow (8), and Lurie and Rayack (9).
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their beliefs concerning discrimination intensities. The main point

in both of these illustrations is that discrimination by both employers

and employees is explicable on purely economic grounds when uncertainty

is explicitly considered and, furthermore, changes in the economic

environment may cause both employers and employees to alter the beliefs

that give rise to discriminatory practices.

Section II summarizes the results of several empirical studies

concerning the presence of discrimination in the job market. Section

III presents three static models of racial discrimination. The first

is a simple trade model, the second is a model developed by Becker (2),

and the third is an elementary production function model. The main

question addressed by all three is the economic value of discrimination

to the discriminator. In Section IV uncertainty is introduced and the

employec-seeking behavior of a discriminating employer is modeled.

Section V switches emphasis from the employee-seeking employer to the

job-searching employee. Uncertainty continues to be present and the

searching employee has definite expectations regarding the discrimi-

nating behavior of various employers. The concluding section contains

some suggestions for future research.

1
r)
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II. SOME EMPIRICAL RESULTS ON RACIAL DISCRIMINATION

IN THE JOB MARKET

This section presents a brief summary of the empirical findings

of several studies that have addressed the problem of racial discrim-

ination in the job market. None of the measures of racial discrimina-

tion is ideal in that each is consistent with hypotheses other than

racial discrimination.
1

Nevertheless, the three measures discussed

here, unemployment, returns to education, and persistent poverty and

non-poverty, all suggest that racial discrimination is present in the

job market and that further research is necessary both to assess its

actual extent and importance and to devise policies for its elimination.
2

The first measure of discrimination is the difference in the per-

sistence of poverty and non-poverty among whites and non-whites. In

a period of sustained growth (1962-1965) the probabilities of remain-

ing in poverty ($3,000 poverty line) for the entire period were .20

and .05 for non-white and white males, respectively, in the 25-34 age

group. Almost identical probabilities were obtained for non-white

and white males in the 35-44 and 45-54 age groups. The probabilities

of remaining in poverty the entire four year period were remarkably

similar for non-white males and white females. (See Table 1). On the

other hand, the probabilities of remaining in non-poverty ($3,000

poverty line) for the entire four year period were .60 and .29, for

white and non-white males, respectively, in the 25-34 age group.

Similar results were obtained for the 35-44 and 45-54 age groups.

(See Table 2).3 Some portion of these differences could probably be

explained by job market discrimination. It is very likely, however,

1
Indeed, the inadequacies associated with these measures are so

great that any interpretation of them must proceed with extreme caution.
They do, however, clearly illustrate the modifications needed to achieve
a true measure of racial discrimination, that is, one that adjusts for
all differences in qualifications. Unfortunately ;uch an empirical
measure is very difficult to obtain.

2
See Arrow (1) for a more complete discussion.

3
See McCall (12) for a more complete discussion of these results.

13
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Table 1

PROBABILITY OF REMAINING IN POVERTY FOR THE PERIOD 1962-1965
($3,000 poverty line)

White Females White Males Age Group Non white Males

.16 .05 25-34 .20

.21 .05 35-44 .19

.25 .06 45-54 .21

Table 2

PROBABILITY OF REMAINING IN NON-POVERTY FOR THE PERIOD 1962-1965
($3,000 poverty line)

White Males Age Group Non-white Males

.60 25-34 .29

.65 35-44 .36

.63 45-54 .35

14
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that a large fraction of the differences could be explained by dif-

ferences in education and training.
1

Another more refined measure of racial discrimination in the job

market is the difference in unemployment rates between whites and non-

whites. Gilman (4) was able to adjust for differences in age, education,

occupation, industry, and region. After making these adjustments he

discovered that non-white unemployment rates were still 50 percent

higher than white rates. This suggests that employers have a pre-

ference for white employees.

The final indicator of job market discrimination is the difference

in annual income as a function of years of education and years of ex-

perience. Estimates of these differences were made by Thurow (22) and

are presented in Table 3.
2

1
One could claim that these differences simply indicate the

natural inferiority of non-whites in regard to whites. Unfortunately,
this hypothesis cannot be refuted by any of the empirical findings
reported here.

2
Also see Arrow (1), Hanoch (5) and Miller (14) for alternative

measures.

15
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Table 3

DIFFERENCES IN ANNUAL INCOME (1960)

Education
(20 years of experience)

Years of White-Non-white
Education Income

Experience
(10.5 years of education)

Years of White-Non-white
Experience Income

0 $ 624 0 -$ 700

8 1446 5 1351

12 2356 15 1724

16 5477 35 2626

6
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III. STATIC MODELS OF RACIAL DISCRIMINATION

In this section three elementary models of racial discrimination

are presented. They are all static and assume perfect information.

The first is a simple trade model; the second is a model of a discrim-

inating employer; and the third is a model in which the employer does

not discriminate, but instead is confronted by a production function

that reflects the discriminating attitudes of white employees against

non-white employees.
1

A SIMPLE TRADE MODEL OF DISCRIMINATION

Assume there are two individuals, W and B, and two goods, X and

Y. The utility functions of W and B are, respectively, UW(X,Y) and

U
B
(X,Y). The marginal rates of substitution of X for Y by W and B

are, respectively, ml and m2.
2

Let ml be greater than m2. (This

situation is represented by point A in the Edgeworth box diagram of

Fig. 1.) Thera under normal conditions trade would take place. Since

X is more valuable to W than it is to B, B will give up some X to get

more Y and W will give up some Y to get more X. Both will be better

off and improvements will persist until the contract curve (OWOB in

Fig. 1) is reached, that is, until the marginal rates of substitution

are equal, say, to m. (Point C in Fig. 1.) Discrimination certainly

exists if before trade commences, W is made aware of the color of B

and for that reason refuses to trade. A lower bound on the intensity

of W's discriminations can be measured by the utility that W would

derive in moving from ml to m. This is the pecuniary cost of indulging

in discrimination.

The question immediately arises as to who benefits from this

discrimination. Obviously, in purely pecuniary terms both W and B

1
See Arrow (1) for a delicate analysis of more sophisticated

static models.
2
The marginal rate of substitution, MRS , is the amount of Y

the individual is willing to give up to get oXe more unit of X. More
precisely, it is the first derivative of the indifference function
relating X and Y. (See Fig. 1.)

17
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are losers since both remain at m
1
and m2, respectively.

1
When the

taste for discrimination is included in W's utility function, then

W gains and B loses.
2

EMPLOYER MODEL OF RACIAL DISCRIMINATION

Consider now a production function in which there are two inputs,

black bricklayers, B, and white carpenters, W, and a single output,

houses, q,

q = f(B, W)

As usual assume that the employer (contractor) wishes to minimize the

cost of producing a given number of houses.
3

Let p
B

and p be the

wage rates for blacks and whites, respectively, and mpB and mpw their

respective marginal products. The marginal rate of technical substi-

tution, MRTS, is the slope of the isoquant, vio, in Fig. 2.

Symbolically,

MRTS =
BW mpw

mpB

If the contractor initially spends C dollars then his budget line is

given by:

p W + pB B= C .

This is the line in Fig. 2 with end points (C/pw, C/p
B
). In the absence

of discrimination the employer will operate at the point A where

MRTS = pB/pw ,

1Actually, W will look for someone with a utility function like
B's, but of the right color. Presumably B will do likewise. The cost
of this added search would represent the true pecuniary loss.

2
Becker (2) presents a more elaborate trade model in which a white

country possessing excess capital considers trade with a non-white
country possessing excess labor. For a critique of this model see
Arrow (1), Krueger (7) and Wohlstetter (24).

3
The exact number of houses produced is, of course, determined so

as to maximize contractor profits. Here it is assumed that the market for
houses is perfectly competitive, i.e., the contractor has no control over
product prices.

19
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hire B
o
black bricklayers and W

o
white carpenters and achieve the

required output go. Now suppose the contractor discriminates against

blacks. The discrimination manifests itself in the following way.

Instead of observing the true market wage for blacks, pB, he observes

p
B
+ d, d > 0, where d is a measure of the intensity of his discrimi-

nation. This being the case he now operates at the point where

p
B

+ d
MRTS =

Pw

The slope of his budget line increases. He still desires to produce

Hence, he moves from point A to point D. The actual cost of
go'

producing qo is the cost, C', associated with the line, .12 that

passes through D and is parallel to the line with slope pB/pw. The

cost C' exceeds C, so once again discrimination does not pay on purely

economic grounds. The difference C'-C is the monetary loss incurred

by the contractor when he discriminates with intensity d. This mone-

tary loss is an increasing function of d. If this model were appli-

cable to the real world employers might alter their discriminatory

practices when made aware of their real monetary costs.

Jack Hirshleifer has proposed an alternative model in which

resources (instead of wages) are held constant. In this circumstance,

the labor supply curves are vertical at Bo and Wo for the representative

firm of Fig. 2. With the introduction of discrimination, the equilibrium

must remain at A. This can occur only if the black wage rate, pB,

declines by exactly the amount of the discrimination coefficient, d.

Thus, discrimination affects wages rather than employment. The "correct"

model in this context is probably some combination of the Becker and

Hirshleifer models.

EMPLOYEE MODEL OF DISCRIMINATION

In this model the employer practices racial discrimination because

of the tastes and preferences of his white employees. The presence of

21
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such tastes and preferences results in lower production when white

employees work with blacks. Assume that there are three factors of

production, capital, K, black labor, B, and white labor, W. For

simplicity assume further that capital is fixed and labor is the only

variable factor. The production function is given by:

q = alKW + u2KB - a3W
2

- a4B
2
- a5K

2
- 6B, W > 0,

where all the coefficients are positive and 6 measures the discrimina-

tion intensity of white employees. The marginal products of white and

black labor are, respectively,

mpw = alK - 2a3W

mpB = a2K - 2a4B - 6

The marginal rate of technical substitution of blacks for whites is

therefore

MRTS
BW - 2a3W

a2K - 2a4B - 6

The number of whites that can substitute for one black and keep output

constant is a decreasing function of 6. The greater the employees'

discrimination intensity, the smaller the number of blacks that will

be employed (for fixed amounts of cap2tal).

22.
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IV. RACIAL DISCRIMINATION AND UNCERTAINTY:

THE EMPLOY -'R SEARCH PROCESS

In the models of the previous section, it was assumed that

employers had perfect information about prices, marginal products,

and all other relevant economic variables. Such information is, of

course, not actually possessed by employers who nroduce in an environ-

ment that is characterized by uncertainty and costly information. For

example, the prior assessment of potential employees' marginal products

could be very costly. Hence when searching for productive employees,

the employer will attempt to utilize relatively costless information

devices. Cheap information sources such as age, race, sex, and edu-

cation will very probably be used as screening devices. This is

especially true in surplus labor markets.

Considering only racial discrimination within this context, the

employer will hire white employees rather than non-whites with the

same apparent abilities. This choice will be based on the prior

assessment that the employer has regarding the relative productivi-

ties of whites and non - whites, namely that the probability of a success

given that the employee is white is greater than the probability of

success given that the employee is non-white.

The employer also has prior evaluations of the discrimination

intensities of his white work force and their effect on total production.

Both sets of prior assessments will remain unaltered until the

employer begins hiring non-whites. This will increase in tight labor

markets when the apparent quality uifferentials between whites and

non-whites outweighs the information provided by the non-white filter.

More specifically, the prior assessment of the quality of the white

unemployed labor pool will be revised downward as samples from thi_

pool contain more individuals who have failed to make it in other

firms. At some point then experiments with non-white employees will

commence and employers may revise their prior assessments. If their

experience with non-whites is favorable then presumably the use of

color as a screening device will diminish when the labor market becomes

less tight.

23
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As an illustration, suppose there are two possible states of

nature:

S
1

: Non-whites inferior (in production) to whites
wits' comparable (easily observed) characteristics.

S
2

: Non-whites as productive as their white
counterparts.

Suppose also that the employer's prior probability distributions over

these two states of nature are

PI(S1) = .9

and

PT(S
2
) = .1

The employer hires a non-white and observes one of two outcomes;

Z1: Non-white is inferior (in production)

Or

Z2: Non-white is productive as white.

Let the probability of observing each of these outcomes given S1 and

S
2
be given by:

1

f(Z1 /S1) = .8 f(Zi/S2) = .2

f(Z2/S1) = .2 f(Z2/S2) = .8

If a Z
2
is observed, the employer's posterior assessments of S

1
and S

2

are by Bayes rule:

and

Pu(s1 /z2) - .7

Pu(S2/Z2) = .3

If employers' prior distributions are adjusted in this way and

non-whites are at least as productive as their white counterparts,

then racial discrimination should diminish over time.

To provide a more theoretical framework for analyzing employer

searching behavior several alternative models will be discussed. The

1
This assumes that the experiments do not yield perfect information.

24
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first is a simple adaptive model that assumes that the employer is

uncertain about the marginal productivities of both white and non-

white potential employees. An employee is successful if his mar-

ginal product exceeds some critical value; otherwise he fails and is

discharged. The employer is assumed to have prior distributions over

the proportion of non-whites who will be successful and the proportion

of whites who will be successful. He will hire a white or a non-white

depending on the relative expected gain. Each white (non-white) obser-

vation provides the employer with an opportunity to revise his white

(non-white) prior distribution. Several variations of this model will

he presented. The second model is also adaptive with the employer's

goal of profit maximization being explicitly assumed. Once again the

employer is uncertain about production function parameters, but gains

information over time.

A SIMPLE ADAPTIVE MODEL

In this formulation it is assumed that an employee is successful

if his marginal product exceeds some critical value, m ; otherwise he

fails and is discharged. The employer has prior probability distri-

butions over the two unknown parameters, p
1

and P2, where p
1

is the

proportion of prospective white employees whose marginal product exceed

m and p
2
is a similar measure for non-whites. These prior probability

distributions are based on both the past experience of the employer and

his subjective assessments. Obviously, his subjective assessments will

tend to dominate his non-white prior distribution if he has had only

limited experience with non-white employees.

The employer is also assumed to have estimates of the costs of

determining whether white and non-white marginal products exceed m .

Let these costs be denoted by cl and c2, respectively. They include

the cost of search and the costs incurred while a decision is being

made with respect to the employe-:,'s productivity. Clearly, c1 and c
2

are also random variables and pre,:umably the employer will also be

revising his estimates of them in the same way as for pl and p2. For

simplicity, it will be assumed that these revisions are occurring, but
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the adaptive method will not be spelled out. These costs should

therefore be interpreted as expected costs given all previously rele-

vant information, and for this reason, will be denoted by c
1

and c
2

.

The employer is assumed to minimize the cost per success.
1

For

example, if

pected cost

possible.
2

he hires n individuals, he wants the ratio of total ex-

to expected number of successes,
10_

, to be as small as
np

That is, he will hire whites or nonwhites so as to

MIN cl c2

1,2 p
1

p
2

For analytical simplicity, it is assumed that the prior distribu-

tions over pi_ and p2 are both beta with parameters (ri,n1) and

(r2,n2) respectively.3 The density functions for p
1

and p
2
are given

by

r.-1 n.-r.-1
=

1 1 1
, i = 1,2,

where k. is a normalizing constant.

The employer's adaptive decision rule is simply:

Sample from labor market 1(2) if

c
1

c
2

Piq
(>) rl

(Pi)dPi P2P21321uP2
0 0

where (1)1 and cp2 are the updated posterior success distributions for

whites and non-whites, respectively.

Presumably, in periods of tight labor markets (pi will shift to

the left, that is, the number of qualified whites who are currently

1
The desired number of successes will again be dictated by the

profit maximizing criterion.
2
In terms of the profit maximizing criterion, successes will have

some explicit value to the firm, say V(np). Then, the appropriate cri-
terion is to sample from that distribution so as to maximize V(np) - nc.

3
When this is the case the posterior distribution of p given sample

information is also beta.
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searching for employment diminishes as the white unemployed labor

pool becomes dominated by those who have tried and failed. Under

these conditions, it will no longer be economical to use simple

screening devices like race and employers will begin sampling from

the non-white distribution.
1

A simple model like this is another,

possibly partial, explanation of the empirical results presented in

Wohlstetter and Coleman (25), Kosters and Welch (6), and McCall (11,12).

Wohlstetter and Coleman found that during periods of growth (reces-

sion) the gains (losses) in non-white income relative to white have

been greatest at the lower end of the income distribution. In their

analysis, Kosters and Welch discovered that the non-white employment

rate increases (decreases) more rapidly during periods of growth

(recession) than the white employment rate. A recent analysis of

Social Security data showed that in a period of sustained growth

(1962-1965), the non-white group who hovered around a given poverty

line made greater progress than the corresponding white group. A

full test of the discrimination hypothesis presented here would require

an analysis of white and non-white earnings over several business

cycles. One could then attempt to measure the changes in employer

attitudes caused by cycle induced experimentation. In this way, the

discrimination hypothesis could perhaps be distinguished from other

equally plausible hypotheses. Clearly, this is an important topic

for future research.

Another version of this model assumes that the employer is aware

of the non-stationarity of the hiring process over the business cycle

and adjusts his prior distributions accordingly. In the previous

model, information about employees was the only factor influencing the

employer's prior distributions. Adjustments to shifting productivity

1
A model could also be devised in which an employer is considering

the possibility of hiring a fixed number of non-whites. This experi-
ment will provide him with sample information about non-white pro-
ductivities. Such an experiment will be performed when the expected
value of sample information exceeds its cost. See Pratt, Raiffa and
Schleifer (18).
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parameters would be more rapid if the employer knew the nature of the

shifting process.

For simplicity, assume that only the white productivity parameter

changes with the business cycle. Furthermore, assume that the employer

adjusts to this phenomenon in the following manner. If the economy is

growing, his prior distribution on p
1

is (I)

1
; if the economy is declin-

ing his prior distribution is (1)l r. In a growing economy new informs-
,

tion is fed into (1)

1
in order to calculate the posterior distribution;

in a declining economy, the posterior distribution is calculated by

incorporating new information into (pi . As before, all of this is done

in Bayesian fashion, with prior and posterior distributions members of

of the beta family. The same switching rule is used as before except

that now the employer's behavior is directly influenced by the business

cycle.

This remains a simple model of adaptation, but could be easily

generalized to accommodate more complex physical phenomena. For

example, both white and non-white productivity parameters could be

changing and in a much more complicated manner than the zero-one

process discussed here. At this point, however, further generaliza-

tions of this model do not seem necessary.

AN ADAPTIVE MODEL OF PROFIT MAXIMIZATION

Let the employer's production function be given by:

q = f(X1,X2;Y)

where X
1

and X
2
are the number of white and non-white workers, respec-

tively, and Y denotes all other factors of production assumed to be

fixed. Assuming a normal production function but withouc specifying

its exact form, let a = (a
l'

a
2'

...a
n
) be the random vector of coef-

ficients of the production function.

by:

The employer wishes to maximize profits where profits are given

II
Pq W1X1 T'42X2 b
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wlaere p is the constant per unit price of q, W1 and W2 are the competi-

tive wage rates of Xi and X2 and b denotes the fixed costs of the other

factors. Differentiating fl with respect to Xi and X2 and solving for

* *
the optimal values of X1 and X2, say Xi and X2 , gives the optimal

profit, H ,

where

*
H = pf(X1, X2, y) - W1X1 - W2X2 b

X
1
= g1(p,W1,W2,a) and

X
2
= g

2
(p

'

W W
2'

a)

Finally, assume that p, W1, and W2 are known constants, but that a is

a random variable with a joint normal prior distribution, F. Each

period provides information on a and these are assumed to be generated

by a normal process. The prior normal distribution is updated as

these new observations occur and a posterior normal distribution is

calculated. For example, suppose a = (a
l'

a
2
) and that a

1
and a

2
are

independent and normally distributed with means a
1
and a

2
and known

*
variances. Then the employer chooses X

1
and X

2
to maximize

En =ff H f(a
l'

a
2
)da

1
da

2
.

As F(a
l'

a
2
) changes over time, the relative employment of whites and

non-whites also changes.
1

1
As before if the employer knows more about the relationship

between al, a2 and the business cycle, this information can also be
incorporated into his decision process.
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V. RACIAL DISCRIMINATION AND UNCERTAINTY:

EMPLOYEE SEARCH PROCESS

The searching activities of individuals for job vacancies is very

similar to the employer's search process. One of the costs of search

incurred by non-whites is the probability that they wi,1 be rejected

because of their color. These probabilities vary from industry to

industry and among firms. If this probability is above a critical

level for a particular firm or industry, then not applying for a job

is the best policy for non-whites.

More specifically let

c = cost per period of search

x = a random variable denoting the job offer, x > 0

q(x) = the probability density function of x

f(x) = maximum return obtainable when a job offer x has
just been observed.

The cost, c, is incurred simultaneously with the offer, x. Costs of

search include purely economic components such as transportation costs

and the value of forgone alternatives as well as psychic components

such as the frustration accompanying rejection and the discrimination

(by race, age, and sex) present in many employment markets. Here the

focus will be on the racial discemination component of this cost.

When the random variable, x, takes on a value of zero, this means

that the firm did not make a job offer. The cost of search is an

increasing function of the probability that x = 0, that is, the higher

this probability the greater the chance of rejection.

If search terminates, that is, employment commences after N job

offers, then the return, f, is simply the value of the Nth offer, xN,

less the cost of search, c, times the number of job offers:

f = xN - c N .

If an x is observed at the first period and the process continues in

optimal fashion thereafter, the return is given by

f(x) = - c + max [x, E(f(x))] .
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Letting E = E(f(x)), it is clear from this equation that the optimal

policy has the following form:

continue searching if x < e

accept employment if x > E,

where E satisfies the following equation
CO

c = f (x-c) cp(x) d x = H(E) .1

Let E
o
denote the expected return from remaining unemployed.

Note first that since H(E) is a decreasing function of e,
2

large values

of c are associated with small values of E. This in turn implies that,

if other things are equal, as c increases, the length of search decreases.

Similarly, small val-les of c are associated with larger values of E

and longer periods of search. Consider an individual whose expected

returns from remaining unemployed are eo. If this individual is con-

fronted with search costs in excess of c
o
, not searching at all is his

best strategy. The value of E associated with any value of c greater

than c
o
is less than E

o
, the expected return from remaining unemployed.

This is another way of saying that the optimal policy for such an indi-

vidual is to drop out or join the ranks of the discouraged workers.

Alternatively, if the costs of search are less than co, the individual

will continue to seek employment until he receives an offer exceeding

the corresponding value of E. The time until such an offer is forth-

coming is a period of frictional unemployment. A description of the

structure of the optimal policy is a convenient device for summarizing

the preceding discussion. The optimal policy for choosing between

dropping out and frictional unemployment has the following form:

if c > co, do not search (drop out)
if c < c

o
, search (choose frictional unemployment) .

The cost of search tends to be larger for non-whites because of

racial discrimination. In addition, the wage distribution, q(x), for

1
For a derivation of this result and a more general description

of this model, see McCall (13).
2
The derivative of H(c) is equal to minus the probability that

the wage offer, x, will exceed E.
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non whites tends to be inferior to that of whites because of discrimi-

nation. Such factors could account for the disproportionate number

of non-white dropouts.

In the tight labor markets that accompany sustained economic

growth employers should discriminate less.
1

The cost of search should

decline and 4(x), the wage distribution, should shift to Cie right

with less mass being concentrated at zero.
2

Consequently, more non-

whites will be employed. More precisely, the number of non-white

dropouts will decline, that is, it will now pay them to search for

employment. One would also expect that non-whites would enter new

industries and occupations. This, however, is an empirical question

in that non-discriminating industries may benefit more from economic

growth. However, non -- whites would probably begin to search in indus-

tries where search was previously uneconomical.
3

1
See preceding section.

2
For an analysis of search behavior when the searcher is uncertain

about cp(x), see McCall (13).
3
The effect of a minimum wage can also be interpreted within this

model. In many ways it has the same implications as racial discrimina-
tion. For example, with respect to (1)(x), higher minimum wages will
cause more mass to be concentrated at zero. See McCall (13).
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VI. CONCLUSION

The primary purpose of this study was to present elementary models

of racial discrimination in job markets where the presence of uncer-

tainty was explicitly considered. Models of both employer and employee

behavior were developed.

These models are preliminary and have not been empirically tested.

Nevertheless, they do provide new insights into the discrimination

phenomenon and suggest the kind of empirical research that should be

undertaken. Three types of empirical data were discussed. The first

were used to construct crude measures of racial discrimination.

Although these measures were suggestive, none was adequate. Indeed,

their most important function was to demonstrate the difficulty of

measuring racial discrimination. Development of adequate measures is

an important task for future research in racial discrimination. The

second set of data were used to construct three different measures

of the influence of economic growth on the economic welfare oE non-

whites. The measures were considerably different, but all im?lied

that the effects of economic growth and the attendant tight labor

markets were strong and positive. This has definite implications

for monetary and fiscal policy. Additional research on this important

topic is clearly necessary. The final set of data concerned the

behavior of the economic welfare of non-whites over z series of business

cycles. Such data could be used to test the discrimination models pre-

sented here. Empirical analysis of such data should be a significant

component of any future research on racial discrimination.

The interaction between the employer and employee searching

activities was not investigated. Similarly, the process by which

information is transmitted and disseminated was not studied. These

are important topics for future theoretical research.
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